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About the chart: Comparison of EC2 
service bundles for the Linux OS and 
for US-East region by dollars paid per 
computing power and storage 
utilized 
MobileForce devised its own 
underlying measurement unit called 
ECU-GBs. Multiplying ECUs with total 
memory and compute storage GBs 
offered give us the total amount of 
ECU-GBs. We then compute dollars 
paid per ECU-GB. We find this metric 
to normalize the purchasing power 
much more adequately than other 
metrics.  
 - The 23 ECU-GB power-storage 
combo is the priciest as expected as it is 
the lowest tier and is probably for "try 
before you buy" purposes. 
 - Contrary to the trend, the 1950 ECU-
GB power-storage combo for the GPU 
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instance type is pricier than 1235 ECU-
GB General Purpose instances. This is 
expected as the GPU instance type is 
used for heavy gaming and customers 
provide for additional infrastructure 
services - a reason it is important to 
calculate ECU-GBs for the correct 
capacity. 
 - A 250 ECU-GB compute optimized 
instance is cheaper than a similar rated 
256 ECU-GB general-purpose instance. 
So, you'd want to choose wisely whether 
you need a compute power instance or 
a general-purpose instance. 
 - The 19250 ECU-GB and 75600 ECU-
GB compute power-storage combo are 
priced almost the same. You would 
therefore want to choose the 75600 
ECU-GB pack even if your needs are 
only for 19250 ECU-GB.  
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What does this pricing design mean for an SMB?  
This pricing design by AWS means an SMB has to determine which compute power versus storage trade off 
bundle can be adopted. Our analysis of AWS' latest pricing can help SMBs learn a bit about how to model the 
instance hours and GB storage and choose the right bundle. Please do remember that the EC2 Compute 
Service is only a part of the overall pricing and bill that you would pay AWS. To have a more accurate picture, we 
would have to know the region where your cloud server is to be hosted, your applications' compute power and 
storage needs, the operating system required, and other add-on services you need to stabilize your applications. 
We can only do this via a structured consulting engagement and a thorough understanding of your cloud needs.  

How can MobileForce consulting help? 
MobileForce consultants understand cloud compute and hosting environment thoroughly and can help plan your 
pricing budget based on your forecasted compute power and storage needs. We can help design a dynamic pricing 
tool that can take advantage of multi region hosting pricing arbitrage and minimize procurement of add-on protection 
and integrity features such as the micro instances bundle. Please contact us right away by using one of the ways on 
the home page if you need to engage us for your pricing computation and analysis needs.  
	  


